WATER AFFORDABILITY ADVOCACY TOOLKIT

Billing Problems and Dispute Resolution
When a utility’s billing practices are inaccurate or unfair, residents can receive
outsize water bills that don’t reflect their actual usage. Incorrect bills can lead
to shutoffs, liens, and other debt collection actions if the utility’s processes for
disputing charges are not fair and accessible or if customers are unaware of the
discrepancy.
When many customers are receiving inaccurate bills, it
is often a sign of deeper problems. Widespread billing
issues can cause distress within affected communities
and contribute to community-level unaffordability. They
can also affect the utility’s ability to maintain a stable and
predictable revenue stream and to continue providing safe
and reliable service.
This module first identifies common billing issues and
unfair practices. It explores problems an individual
household may experience, including challenges related to
inaccurate water meters; unmetered billing; billing that is
“bundled” with other, non-water services; and billing issues
of specific concern to tenants who are not direct customers
of the water utility. Then, this module moves on to larger,
systemic issues that can occur with water billing, with a
focus on creating fair and accessible dispute resolution

processes. Throughout, the module identifies potential
solutions and best practices to deal with specific water
billing problems.

SOLUTIONS AND TOOLS EXPLORED IN THIS MODULE:
Spotting common issues and unfair practices that can result
in overbilling

n	

Preventing shutoffs when water bills are combined with billing
for other city services

n	

Preventing abusive or unfair billing of tenants by landlords

n	

Fixing systemic billing problems that lead to excessive bills

n	

Creating clear, fair, and accessible dispute resolution processes

n	
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WHEN AN INDIVIDUAL WATER BILL SEEMS TOO LOW
OR TOO HIGH

There are usually rules that govern what happens when
water meters are inaccurate. State utility commissions
may establish these rules for the utilities they regulate; for
municipal or cooperative utilities, they may be set by local
lawmakers or the utility itself.
Inaccurate meters may be too slow or too fast, both of
which may cause problems for a household.
Slow meters: If a household hasn’t reduced its water
usage but a reading indicates that less water was used
than in prior readings, the meter could be slow. The risk is
that the utility will later back bill the water customer for
the difference and the amount will be unaffordable. While
utilities are usually allowed to back bill when a customer
has been underbilled, there may be rules that limit how far
back in time the billing can be adjusted. Water customers
who face an unaffordable back-bill charge should ask for a
reasonable payment plan. (See the Water Debt module for
more information on payment plans.)
The water utility is responsible for ensuring accurate
meters, so if the period allowed for back billing is
unreasonable (say, several years) or there is no limit at all,
this could be an area for advocacy. For example, advocates
could push to shorten the period for back billing and to
require the utility to offer affordable payment plans in
those circumstances.
Fast meters: Similarly, if a household hasn’t increased its
usage since the last bill but the current one shows there
has been an increase, the water meter may be fast. The
risk here is that the consumer is being overbilled. Water
customers can usually request that the water company
test the meter. If the meter is fast, the customer should be
credited for overpayments.

PROTECTION FROM DISCONNECTION WHEN THERE IS A
GOOD-FAITH DISPUTE
A standard practice in utility consumer protection is to exempt
the customer from disconnection during a good-faith dispute over
the bill. Otherwise, a customer may lose access to essential utility
service only because of the utility’s billing or metering mistake.
Where this rule exists, consumers are often required to pay the
portion of the utility bill that isn’t under dispute. For more on
disconnection protections, see the Water Shutoffs module.
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PROBLEMS WHEN WATER ISN’T METERED OR IS ESTIMATED

There are still places where homes are not individually
metered (issues specific to rental units are discussed later
in this module). Unmetered households are still billed,
but the bill is estimated instead of being tied to actual
usage. This can result in an unfair situation in which
bills are higher than if a home were metered. In Chicago,
for example, non-metered accounts are charged a flat
rate based on factors such as building size, lot size, and
plumbing fixtures. The average unmetered single home
in Chicago is estimated to pay 25 percent more than a
metered home, and the difference is even greater for twoflat properties.1 Chicago is restarting its program to install
free water meters. The program was put on hold due to
concerns that installation of the meters could exacerbate
lead levels in the water by disturbing service lines.2
In addition, unmetered billing can inhibit water
conservation efforts. There is less incentive to install water
efficiency measures or invest in water-efficient appliances
if these actions do not lead to lower water bills.
In some places, water service is metered, but the utility will
read the meter only every few billing cycles (for example,
quarterly). The utility will then “true up” the difference
between the estimated bills and the household’s actual
usage. If the estimated bills are too low, this can create
problems similar to those caused by slow meters, with
the household back billed for an unaffordable amount. As
with slow meters, this problem can be addressed through
consumer protection rules that limit back billing and
require the utility to offer affordable payment plans.
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QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER:
As you develop a water affordability advocacy plan, answering the following questions may help you identify issues to address concerning
billing problems and bill dispute resolution processes.
Does your utility use estimated billing or actual meter readings (or both) to calculate bills?

n	

How does your utility deal with inaccurate bills? Can customers get a refund if overcharged?

n	

How far back can your utility back bill customers when it undercharges them? Can customers get a reasonable payment plan to pay
back-billed charges?

n	

Does your utility bundle multiple charges together (e.g., water, electric, solid waste)? What happens if a customer can afford to pay
only a portion of the bill?

n	

Does your state or city regulate how landlords bill their tenants for water?

n	

Have multiple people in the community received inaccurate bills? Have inaccurate bills led to disconnections or other hardships?

n	

What is the process for disputing a bill? Is it easy to find and fair to the customer? How does the utility notify customers about this process?

n	

Who decides the outcome of billing disputes? How do you appeal a determination?

n	

Do tenants have a way to appeal bills paid to a third party (such as a property management company that generates water bills
using a formula)?

n	

AFFORDABILITY PROBLEMS WHEN THE WATER BILL INCLUDES
OTHER UTILITIES AND SERVICES

One problem that is difficult to fix—but incredibly harmful
for struggling households—can arise when a municipality
bundles multiple services on one bill.3 For example, the
water bill might also include electricity service, natural
gas service, solid waste disposal, or any other services
provided by the municipality. (In some cases, it may not
even be apparent what portion of the combined bill is for
water and sewer service.) Because a combined bill is much
larger than just a water bill, it may be more difficult for
some customers to pay all charges at once, increasing the
risk of losing water service.
For example, a white paper from Arizona State University
reports that in Phoenix, “the average residential customer
pays approximately $55 per month for water and sewer
services but is charged nearly double that on the City
Services Bill because solid waste and various other services
and taxes are included in the bill.” 4 In Phoenix, all city
service charges are due when billed. When a customer fails
to pay the bill in full, a 3 percent late fee is assessed and
at some point a customer will be disconnected from water
altogether if the combined bill is not fully paid.5
There are other places, too, where water has been
disconnected for nonpayment of a bill for combined city
services, or even where a city refuses to restore water
service unless a customer pays off both an overdue water
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bill and other, unrelated debt, such as parking tickets
and library fines. In LaGrange, Georgia, the Georgia
State Conference of the NAACP and others sued the city
of LaGrange over the discriminatory impact of policies
that put conditions on the ability to start or maintain
water service if there were unrelated debts owed to
the city (e.g., unpaid traffic tickets), arguing that the
policy disproportionately harmed Black residents. The
11th Circuit held that the Fair Housing Act challenge
could proceed, and the city settled soon thereafter.6 The
settlement removed the city’s ability to condition utility
service on the payment of nonutility debt; it also removed
all existing nonutility debt from all city bills and voided all
payment arrangements for such debt as of September 9,
2020.7 Previously, similar issues had been reported in San
Diego.8
Perhaps the simplest way to address this problem would
be to ban combined billing.9 However, this may encounter
stiff resistance from municipalities because billing systems
can be expensive to purchase or modify. Or municipalities
may want to maintain leverage to get residents to pay for
other services, and threatening to disconnect water service
serves this purpose. Short of an outright ban, one option is
to limit the ability of the utility to terminate water service
on the basis of non-water charges. A proposed law in
California would prohibit utilities that use combined bills
from terminating water service “if the customer has paid
an amount equal to or greater than the monthly charge for
water service.”10
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Systemic billing problems can lead to shutoffs, liens, and severe
economic distress for water customers.

SPECIAL PROBLEM FOR RENTERS AND CONDO OWNERS
WHEN A THIRD PARTY GENERATES THE WATER BILLS

Multifamily rental buildings, especially older ones, are
less likely than single-family homes to have individually
metered units for water service because submetering is
often too expensive. (This can also be the case in some
condominiums.) In this situation, the landlord/property
owner is the customer of the water utility, not the renter.
In some of these cases, the landlord may hire a third-party
billing company to prepare water bills for the renters.
Third-party billing companies base each renter’s water bill
on a formula rather than actual usage, a practice sometimes
called ratio utility billing. The formula may be based on any
number of factors, including the number of residents in the
unit, the square footage, or the number of bathrooms and/
or water fixtures.
The use of ratio utility bills (RUBs) can raise problems for
renters.11 First, depending on the formula, a renter who
uses little water may be unfairly charged the same amount
as (or potentially even more than) other renters who use
much more. Second, if the formula for calculating bills is
not transparent, it can be difficult to tell if the charges are
reasonable—that is, if the landlord and third-party billing
company are collecting only enough to cover the landlord’s
water bill plus a reasonable administrative fee. Third,
renters may not be able to effectively dispute their bills.
For example, they may not know basic information such as
where to go to dispute a water bill, what remedies (if any)
are available, or whether nonpayment of a water bill will be
treated like nonpayment of rent.
Curbing abuse by landlords and third-party billing
companies may require legislation or regulation to
address the problem.12 Some municipalities have passed
ordinances that protect tenants from unfair and deceptive
RUB practices and provide clear avenues for disputes.13
Advocates helping renters who suspect their landlord may
be abusing RUBs should consider seeking help from tenant
advocacy organizations or legal services housing experts.14

WHEN THE BILLING PROBLEM IS SYSTEM-WIDE

When multiple members of a community experience the
same billing issue at the same time, this could be a sign
that there are larger system-wide problems. Systemic
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overbilling can also contribute to unaffordability at
the community or utility-wide scale and lead to stress,
economic hardship, and disconnections.
Large-scale billing problems are surprisingly common.
In San Diego, years of unexplainably high bills affecting
almost 2,750 customers led to an audit of the city water
utility’s metering and billing system. The 2018 audit report
found that 10 meter readers accounted for 71 percent of
the erroneous water bills.15 In response, San Diego decided
to move to “smart” water meters—also called advanced
metering infrastructure (AMI)—to automate meter
readings. However, the new meters the city purchased from
Mueller Water Products, based in Atlanta, were defective.16
As of May 2020, only about 6 percent of San Diego’s water
meters had been replaced by functional AMI meters, but
the costs for the meter replacement had ballooned by tens
of millions of dollars.17
Similarly, in Baltimore, the city water department struggled
for more than a decade with serious billing problems. In
2018 the Baltimore Department of Public Works issued
566 “erroneous inflated” water bills, most for more than
$50,000. And this wasn’t the first systemic issue in the city.
In 2012 the local news highlighted the plight of outraged
homeowners about to lose their homes over water debt
of as little as $530—even as the homeowners argued
that the underlying water bills were erroneous.18 After a
comprehensive audit in 2012, the city refunded $4.2 million
to 38,000 households for overbilling between 2009 and
2012. (A subsequent audit found further errors, which
were never refunded.) Since then, the city has invested
more than $130 million into developing an upgraded digital
metering system. However, a recent audit report found
that tens of thousands of the new water meters in the city
and county were not fully functional, and the city had not
resolved more than 8,000 open tickets about water account
problems, many of which had been open for years.19
In Pittsburgh, cutbacks to the city water utility’s account
management staff and metering systems led to wide-scale
billing errors, with some bills showing increases of 600
percent. The errors led to missed payments and shutoffs,
particularly in majority-Black neighborhoods.20 These
large-scale billing problems have led to community-driven
campaigns for change.
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CONFRONTING WATER BILLING ISSUES IN DEKALB COUNTY, GEORGIA
DeKalb’s water utility replaced its water meters, and soon thereafter many water customers received dramatically larger water bills. In 2016
DeKalb water customers formed a Facebook group to compare high water bill experiences in an attempt to understand what was going on.
Membership grew rapidly, from 450 to more than 2,000 within months. Patterns started to emerge as residents shared their stories about
malfunctioning meters, billing anomalies (with bills as high as $5,000 and $22,000), and terrible customer service. Moreover, there was no
functional and civil way to dispute a water bill. DeKalb Water Watch organized a town hall meeting on the water billing problems, and media
coverage followed.21 It turned out there were problems with the meters, and the utility imposed a five-year disconnection moratorium to address
the meter and billing issues. An independent audit of the water metering and billing processes, technologies, controls, and personnel eventually
identified numerous problems causing the inaccurate water bills, including lack of coordination among departments, manual processes prone
to human error, poor oversight of the contractors installing the meters, overreliance on temporary workers with high turnover, and limited
procedures for correcting bills, among others.22

As these examples suggest, systemic billing issues can
be challenging to address. The root causes of inaccurate
billing can be complicated and may include software or
billing process errors, dysfunctional governance, staffing
problems, equipment failure, and more. Fixing the issue
may require the utility to make expensive investments in
upgraded infrastructure or software systems, which can
create entirely new problems if the process is not managed
properly (as in the San Diego and Baltimore examples
outlined above).
To begin to address systemic billing issues, advocates
may first need to convince the utility and/or regulators
that there is a problem. To do so, it can be immensely
helpful to gather data on the number of billing complaints,
the number of disconnection notices and shutoffs, and
where they are occurring. (Ideas and tools for how to
do this are covered in the module on Data Collection
and Transparency.) Gathering stories about inaccurate
billing and how disputes have been handled (or not) is
also important. In Baltimore, for example, media reports
covering a local church that was repeatedly and egregiously
overbilled prompted outrage and helped get the issue on the
City Council’s agenda.23
Putting pressure on government officials to hire an
independent auditor can be an effective tactic. This puts
the onus on local officials to investigate the root causes
of a billing problem. However, it is important to maintain
public pressure and scrutiny during the audit process, to
ensure that the audit is fair and that proposed solutions are
responsive to community needs.
Community organizers can also consider demanding
a prohibition on shutoffs while a problem is being
investigated and fixed. Customers will likely be held
accountable for any water arrearages or debt that grows
while shutoffs are suspended, however, so paying what they
are able during this time can help avoid a very large water
bill once regular collection practices start again.
Sometimes, even repeated investigations and attempts at
reform will fail to fix the problem. In such cases, making
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progress may require creative advocacy. In Baltimore, for
example, after investments in new metering infrastructure
failed to fix longstanding billing issues at the city Water
Department, advocates mounted a successful campaign to
reform the department through legislation. Among other
changes, the Baltimore Water Accountability and Equity
Act, enacted in 2020, creates a new Office of WaterCustomer Advocacy that is responsible for collecting data
on billing issues and customer complaints, investigating
systemic problems, and recommending reforms. The law
also establishes an independent appeals process to handle
billing disputes.24

UTILITIES CAN OFFER BILL TIMING OPTIONS TO FACILITATE
ON-TIME PAYMENT
Some water utilities offer billing options that are designed to make
it easier for households to pay regular utility bills on time without
reducing the total amount billed. For example, some utilities allow
customers to change the timing and frequency of their bill, which
can help consumers better match their expenses to their regular
payday, avoiding cash flow problems.25 In addition, levelized billing
options allow a household to elect to receive a consistent water
bill every month based on its average monthly usage, increasing
predictability and helping to eliminate “bill shock” on a month-tomonth basis.26

DISPUTING A WATER BILL (NOTICE AND AN OPPORTUNITY
TO DISPUTE A BILL)

The process for disputing a water bill will vary by utility.
Unfortunately, some water utilities may not make it
easy to find instructions on how to dispute a bill or may
not even have specific rules or processes for doing so.
This is especially common among utilities that are not
commission-regulated, such as most municipal utilities.
(Tips on finding your utility’s consumer protection rules
are provided in the Water Shutoffs module, in the text box
“Finding Your Water Utility’s Consumer Protection Rules.”)
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Having clear, fair, and accessible processes for disputing a
water bill is a critical consumer protection. Furthermore,
under the Due Process Clause of the U.S. Constitution,
customers of publicly owned water utilities (e.g., municipal
utilities) are entitled to adequate notice of a disconnection
and an opportunity to fairly dispute the charges.27 In some
circumstances, these constitutional protections may also
apply to privately owned utilities—for example, when
the rules for dispute resolution are set by the state utility
commission.28

If your water utility does not have specific rules and
procedures for disputing a water bill, or if the process is
inadequate, creating a fair and effective dispute resolution
process could be an important advocacy goal. To start, it
may be helpful to look at the dispute resolution rules for
nearby water companies in the state, as well as the state
public utility commission’s rules for private, investorowned water companies and/or electric and gas companies.
Commission-regulated electric utilities are particularly
likely to have long-standing dispute resolution rules that
can be used as models by advocates seeking to institute a
new or improved process.

LITIGATING DUE PROCESS RIGHTS
In recent years, civil rights organizations have brought cases in several jurisdictions challenging utilities’ poor notice procedures and lack of a
meaningful opportunity to challenge a water bill and alleging disproportionate harm to communities of color from water utility debt collection
policies and practices.29
In 2019, for example, the NAACP Legal Defense Fund filed a case on behalf of Black residents of Cleveland, Ohio who alleged that they had
been overbilled for water service, leading to service disconnections. Among other claims, the lawsuit alleges that although Cleveland Water
has a process for customers to dispute their bills before a Water Review Board, the utility does not typically notify customers of this right. As a
result, the lawsuit alleges, the city did not provide a reasonable opportunity for the residents to dispute their water bills, a violation of their due
process rights under the 14th Amendment. In a preliminary ruling, a federal district court denied the city’s motion to dismiss, citing not only the
city’s own municipal code requiring 15-day advance notice of shutoffs, but also a 1987 consent decree that established certain shutoff notice
and dispute resolution requirements in order to protect due process rights.30
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Baltimore offers an example of a place where advocates
secured a detailed dispute resolution process through
adoption of a new local law. The process includes initial
review by an Office of Water Customer Advocacy within
the utility and an opportunity for appeal to an independent
board.31
Advocates may want to consider not only a local approach
to improving dispute resolution processes, but also a
statewide legislative approach to establish uniform
minimum requirements for all water utilities. For example,
California’s Water Shutoff Protection Act requires all water
utilities with at least 200 service connections to make
available (including on the utility’s website, if one exists)
a written policy on disconnection for nonpayment. Each
utility’s policy must include a “formal mechanism for a
customer to contest or appeal a bill.”32 The law prohibits
disconnection for nonpayment while an appeal of a bill is
pending.33 The law does not otherwise specify any required
elements of a bill dispute process, however.34
Elements of a strong dispute resolution process include the
following:

To ensure customers are aware of their rights, the rules
and procedures for disputing a bill should be included
on the customer’s regular bill and published online in
an easy-to-find location. This information should also
be provided on shutoff notices. Materials should be
translated into appropriate languages and presented in
accessible formats.38

n	

There should be multiple ways of submitting a dispute,
including via toll-free phone number, in person at a
customer service center, by mail, or online.39

n	

A common protection is to prohibit disconnection
pending the resolution of a good-faith billing dispute.40
For consumers, it is advisable to pay the non-disputed
portion of the bill(s) pending the resolution of the goodfaith billing dispute, if possible. Some jurisdictions
explicitly require this. Paying the non-disputed
portion will help keep water debt from growing, and it
demonstrates good faith on the part of the customer.

n	

There should be a reasonable time frame for the dispute
to be investigated and a result reported back to the
consumer.

n	

Dispute resolution rules and policies should clearly state
which department or person is responsible for handling
water billing disputes.35 Some utilities have a dispute
resolution board that includes customers.36 The process
for appealing a dispute outcome should also be spelled
out for customers.37

n	

KEY RESOURCES:
National Consumer Law Center’s “Access to Utility Service” (6th ed.).
	“Access to Utility Service” provides a breadth of coverage on utility (mainly energy) billing practices and shut-off
protections. The online version of this manual requires a subscription, but you might be able to find a copy in a local law
library or legal services office.
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